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ABSTRACT:  

 
Humans typically experience decisions like donating to charity or going on vacation as 

inherently up to them and thus entailing responsibility. However, recent results in 

neuroscience − Libet results − purportedly suggesting that predictive information about 

upcoming decisions exists in the brain well before subjects report deciding. Some have thus 

deduced that all decisions are made unconsciously and free will and moral responsibility 

are illusory.  

However, the above experiments typically focused on arbitrary decisions − bearing no 

meaning consequence or purpose − while the free will debate focuses on deliberate 

decisions. We worked with patients implanted with intracranial electrodes for clinical 

purposes and with EEG subjects to elucidate the neural precursors of arbitrary and 

deliberate decisions. In particular, we were interested in predicting action contents before 

action onset online and in real time. In a more philosophical vein, we also investigated the 

potential ethical and legal repercussions of the Libet results. 

We found that arbitrary decisions can be predicted earlier and at a higher accuracy than 

deliberate ones. In addition, the readiness potential, a precursor of movement on which 

much of the Libet paradigm relies, is much more apparent for arbitrary than deliberate 

decisions. We further demonstrated that, even at face value, the Libet results have little 

bearing on moral and criminal responsibility and debate their use in the “my brain made me 

do it” legal defence. 

We therefore conclude that, at least at this time, drawing strong conclusions from the Libet 

and similar experiments about lack of free will or moral responsibility is, at best, too hasty. 
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